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PROMA
Always proactive, always listening, always moving forward

PROMA is a successful family-owned-and-run, Canadian-based manufacturer of high-quality
installation and accessory products for the flooring industry.
PROMA was established in 1993 by Mr. Gianni Broggi, an experienced adhesive production plant
specialist, who’s founding vision was to provide a better alternative to established installation
materials manufacturers through superior products and personalized service. Built on this ideal and
through Mr. Broggi’s leadership, PROMA grew quickly into one of Canada’s leading flooring industry
manufacturers.
Today, Eric James Broggi (the founder’s son) leads PROMA into the future through a steadfast commitment to company ideals,
continuous improvement, environmental responsibility, and investment into the success of the company and it’s customers.

GROUT PRODUCTS
Grout provides the accent to every tile installation; ‘a touch of color’ that can create subtle or dramatic
contrasts that help shape the mood of a room. When trying to achieve a desired look, choosing the right
grout color to accompany a tile can be just as important as the tile itself. This is why PROMA has
formulated a wide selection of the most fashionable grout colors available to help make your choice an
easy one. Contact us for a PROMA Grout Color Card.
PROMA features a full line of grout, caulks and grout stains in various colors, for all products and sizes, that are always in stock!






High-Performance Grout
Traditionnal Grout
Grout Additive
Grout calculator





Color-Matched Caulk
Grout colorants
Grout colors

PROMA Adhesives, Inc.
9801, Parkway, Anjou, Quebec Canada H1J 1P3
Phone: 514.852.8585
Fax: 514.852.8225
Toll free: 1 866.51.PROMA (77662)
Email: info@proma.ca
proma.us
Vertima’s interpretation regarding potential contribution and compliance of the product and/or system to the LEED ® Vertima record number: FVERT-14-1063-03-AN
credits are based on information given by the clients and their suppliers, who are responsible for its veracity and
In effect since: May 2009
integrity. Vertima documents, analyses and validates the supporting documentation in compliance with the CAN/CSA
Last update: May 2018
ISO 14021 standard. Therefore, Vertima cannot be held responsible for false or misleading information. VERTIMA INC.
ensures an annual review of the technical data enclosed in this document in collaboration with its clients in order Technical Data documented and validated by:
to maintain a high quality standard.
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A positive impact with LEED® USGBC-NC 2009

This document explores the potential contribution for the use of PROMA'S products for a LEED®
USGBC-NC 2009 (New Construction and Major Renovations) project.
The LEED® USGBC-NC 2009 Rating Systems have 110 points divided in seven categories for
certifying the design and construction of commercial or institutional buildings and high-rise residential
buildings of all sizes, both public and private.
PROMA'S products can assist in earning points towards the various LEED rating system certification
levels. In some cases, PROMA'S products contribute directly to individual LEED points, but in other
cases, they can only help meet the overall intent.
.

LEED® USGBC-NC 2009 Summary Table
Category

LEED USGBC-NC 2009

The growing interest for sustainable building design & operations, of which we are part, is embodied
in the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) Green Building Rating Systems in
North America.

GROUT PRODUCTS

Prerequisites

Credits

Points

Potential Contribution

1

8

26

0 points

1

3

10

0 points

3

6

35

0 points

1

7

14

4 points

2

8

15

1 point

0

2

6

2 points

0

2

4

0 points

8

36

110

Up to 7 points

LEED USGBC-NC 2009
SS
WE
EA
MR
IEQ
ID
RP

Sustainable Sites
Water Efficiency
Energy and Atmosphere
Materials and Resources
Indoor Environmental Quality
Innovation in Design
Regional Priority
Total

* It is important to consider that the total amount of possible points reflects the number of achievable points in each credit category. The product by itself
cannot achieve this score, as defined above, but is considered as a beneficial element in order to achieve the LEED credits.
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LEED® TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

CREDITS

SUSTAINABLE

POTENTIAL

MR 4

Recycled Content

1 - 2 points

CREDIT

CONTRIBUTION AND COMPLIANCE*

RELEVANCE

GROUT PRODUCTS

Direct

COMMENTS

Requirements

Most of PROMA'S GROUT PRODUCTS can contribute to the
MR Credit 4 because they have pre-consumer and post-consumer
recycled content.

Use materials with recycled content such that the sum of post-consumer recycled content plus
1/2 of the pre-consumer content constitutes at least 10% (1 point) or 20% (2 points) based on cost
of the total value of the materials in the project.
The recycled content value of a material assembly is determined by weight. The recycled fraction
of the assembly is then multiplied by the cost of assembly to determine the recycled content value.

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES (MR)

The percentages of pre- and post-consumer recycled content for PROMA'S various GROUT PRODUCTS are presented in the following table:

GROUT PRODUCTS
PRODUCT NAME AND CATEGORY

Recycled Content
Pre-consumer

Post-consumer

PRODUCT NAME AND CATEGORY

HIGH PERFORMANCE GROUT

Recycled Content
Pre-consumer

Post-consumer

TRADITIONNAL GROUT

PRO GROUTTM XTREME

0.0%

46.0%

PRO GROUTTM S (SANDED)

0.0%

0.0%

PRO GROUTTM MAX LIGHT

9.0%

0.0%

PRO GROUTTM U (UNSANDED) DARK

3.4%

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

PRO

GROUTTM

PRO

GROUTTM

MAX DARK

9.3%

0.0%

PRO

GROUTTM

PRO

GROUTTM

U (UNSANDED) LIGHT

GROUT ADDITIVE
PLUS

PREMIXED GROUT
0.0%

0.0%

ONE

PROMA can provide specific recycled content data for each product for your LEED project.

MR 5

Regional Materials

1 - 2 points

COMMENTS

Direct

Requirements
Use building materials or products that have been extracted, harvested, or recovered, as well as
manufactured within 500 miles (800 km) of the project site for a minimum of 10% or 20%, based
on cost, of the total materials value.

The final manufacturing site for PROMA'S GROUT PRODUCTS is
located in Anjou, Quebec (H1J 1B4).
PROMA can provide specific data on the location of extraction per
product for your LEED project.

If only a fraction of a product or material is extracted, harvested, or recovered and manufactured
locally, then only that percentage (by weight) must contribute to the regional value. The minimum
percentage regional material for each point threshold is 10% for 1 point and 20% for 2 points.

PROMA has all the required documents regarding LEED® and can rapidly provide information for your LEED project.

Vertima’s interpretation regarding potential contribution and compliance of the product and/or system to the LEED ®
credits are based on information given by the clients and their suppliers, who are responsible for its veracity and
integrity. Vertima documents, analyses and validates the supporting documentation in compliance with the CAN/CSA
ISO 14021 standard. Therefore, Vertima cannot be held responsible for false or misleading information. VERTIMA INC.
ensures an annual review of the technical data enclosed in this document in collaboration with its clients in order
to maintain a high quality standard.
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CREDITS

SUSTAINABLE

POTENTIAL

IEQ 4.1

Low-Emitting Materials:
Adhesives and sealants

1 point

CREDIT

CONTRIBUTION AND COMPLIANCE*

RELEVANCE

COMMENTS

Direct

Requirements

The credit IEQ 4.1 only applies to adhesives and sealants used
on-site and in the interior of the building (inside the air or vapour
barrier).

All adhesives and sealants used on the interior of the building (i.e., inboard side of the
weatherproofing system and applied on-site) must comply with the following requirements as
applicable to the project scope:

*PROMA'S GROUT PRODUCTS are in compliance with the VOC
limits listed in the SCAQMD Rule #1168, in effect on September 20,
2011.

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (IEQ)

Adhesives, Sealants and Sealant Primers: South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) Rule #1168. Volatile organic compounds (VOC) limits are listed in the table below and
correspond to an effective date of July 1, 2005 and rule amendment date of January 7, 2005.

The Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) content of PROMA'S various GROUT PRODUCTS are presented in the following table:

GROUT PRODUCTS
PRODUCT NAME AND CATEGORY

VOC Content
g/L

VOC Limit
SCAQMD # 1168

PRODUCT NAME AND CATEGORY

HIGH PERFORMANCE GROUT

VOC Content
g/L

VOC Limit
SCAQMD # 1168

TRADITIONNAL GROUT

PRO GROUTTM XTREME

0 g/L

65 g/L

PRO GROUTTM S (SANDED)

0 g/L

65 g/L

PRO GROUTTM MAX LIGHT

0 g/L

65 g/L

PRO GROUTTM U (UNSANDED) DARK

0 g/L

65 g/L

PRO GROUTTM MAX DARK

0 g/L

65 g/L

PRO GROUTTM U (UNSANDED) LIGHT

0 g/L

65 g/L

GROUT ADDITIVE
PRO

GROUTTM

PLUS

5 g/L

PREMIXED GROUT
65 g/L

PRO

GROUTTM

ONE

51 g/L

65 g/L

PROMA has all required documents regarding LEED® and can rapidly provide information for your LEED project.

Vertima’s interpretation regarding potential contribution and compliance of the product and/or system to the LEED ®
credits are based on information given by the clients and their suppliers, who are responsible for its veracity and
integrity. Vertima documents, analyses and validates the supporting documentation in compliance with the CAN/CSA
ISO 14021 standard. Therefore, Vertima cannot be held responsible for false or misleading information. VERTIMA INC.
ensures an annual review of the technical data enclosed in this document in collaboration with its clients in order
to maintain a high quality standard.
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LEED® CANADA-NC & NE 2009

CREDITS
ID path 2

SUSTAINABLE
Innovation in design

POTENTIAL
2 points

CREDIT

GROUT PRODUCTS
COMMENTS

Direct

Requirements

INNOVATION IN DESIGN (ID)

CONTRIBUTION AND COMPLIANCE*

RELEVANCE

The following GROUT PRODUCTS from PROMA have high
percentages of recycled content and regional materials, which could
contribute to exemplary performance strategies for the following
credits:

Path 2: Exemplary Performance
Achieve exemplary performance in an existing LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major
Renovations credit that allows exemplary performance as specified in the LEED Reference Guide
for Green Building Design & Construction, 2009 Edition. An exemplary performance point may
be earned for achieving double the credit requirements and/or achieving the next incremental
percentage threshold of an existing credit in LEED.
One point is awarded for each exemplary performance achieved. No more than 3 points under ID
credit 1 may be earned through PATH 2— Exemplary Performance.

MR 4 - Innovation and exemplary performance if the project achieves
30% recycled content.


PRO GROUT XTREMETM

MR 5 - Innovation and exemplary performance if the project achieves
40% regional material.


All GROUT PRODUCTS

The use of a single product is not a sufficient level of effort for
achieving an innovation in design credit, however, the product may be
considered as a beneficial element to a project's overall exemplary
performance strategy.

POINTS

PROMA has all required documents regarding LEED® and can rapidly provide information for your LEED project.

TOTAL

UP TO
7 POSSIBLE POINTS

PROMA'S GROUT PRODUCTS
can contribute up to
seven (7) possible points for LEED® USGBC-NC 2009 project

* It is important to consider that the total amount of possible points reflects the number of achievable points in each credit category. The
product by itself cannot achieve this score, as defined above, but is considered as a beneficial element in order to achieve LEED
credits.

Vertima’s interpretation regarding potential contribution and compliance of the product and/or system to the LEED ®
credits are based on information given by the clients and their suppliers, who are responsible for its veracity and
integrity. Vertima documents, analyses and validates the supporting documentation in compliance with the CAN/CSA
ISO 14021 standard. Therefore, Vertima cannot be held responsible for false or misleading information. VERTIMA INC.
ensures an annual review of the technical data enclosed in this document in collaboration with its clients in order
to maintain a high quality standard.
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